Service fraternity mimics decorating show for charity

Sophomores Cheryl Wang and Krystal Fox watch as the teams work on their projects in the Nile Hall room.

"We left little notes around the room saying things like 'Wouldn't curtains look nice here?' We thought so," Matt Georges says.

The teams were allotted 11 hours to try every project in the room. Schlobohm said. "We left little notes around the room saying things like ‘Wouldn’t curtains look nice here?’ We thought so,” Matt Georges said.

"We were wowed by the room," George said. "We didn’t really have anything to put up on a wall. Because I could hear you," Schlobohm said. "And I started randomly painting with red, so I told them we had to make each other nervous about the reveal.

"We found some creative ways to try to separate the rooms," Boehr said. "We took the big gold poker chip thing and we put a painting on it and had a frame made to look like a fancy frame. We took that and we draped it across the headboard of his bed and it made it look really cool. We took some stuff and we put it on the wall. We had a TV screen that we framed and put on the wall. It really came together in the end. The room really came together in the last couple hours, but it was so stressful.

"The room really came together in the last couple hours, but it was so stressful," Haslag said.

"It was worth every second of frustration and probably a billion seconds of fun time," Schlobohm said.

"The room really came together in the last couple hours, but it was so stressful," Haslag said.

"We didn’t really have anything to put up on a wall," Boehr said. "I was like, ‘What are they really trying to do?’" Haslag said. "It’s a race little episode, so I told them we had to make each other nervous about the reveal."